Regulation 7.6 Amendment (Liquor Licensing)

Current:

f. For camps with participants under the age of 18, all leaders on the camp must obtain a Working with Children’s Check prior to the event.

g. For camps with alcohol all participant must be over the age of 18.

Proposed:

f. For camps with participants under the age of 18, all leaders on the camp must obtain a Working with Children’s Check prior to the event. Alcohol is not permitted on these camps.

g. All alcohol on club camps must be served under a liquor license. BYO is not permitted at club camps.

Rationale:

This is to provide a Regulatory basis for liquor licensing of club camps to enhance safety and empower leaders to run compliant camps.

Motion: To propose the liquor licensing amendment to Regulation 7.6.

Moved: Matt Simkiss

Seconded: Eleanor Seale